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A two-phase ontinuum model for an isotropi mushy zone is presented. The
model is based upon the general volume averaged onservation equations, and quantities
asso iated with hot tearing are in luded; i.e., after-feeding of the liquid melt due to solidiation shrinkage is taken into a ount as well as thermally indu ed deformation of the
solid phase. The model is implemented numeri ally for a one-dimensional model problem
with some similarities to the aluminium dire t hill asting pro ess. The variation of some
key parameters whi h are known to in uen e the hot-tearing tenden y is then studied. The
results indi ate that both liquid pressure drop due to feeding diÆ ulties and shear stress
due to tensile deformation aused by thermal ontra tion of the solid phase are ne essary
for the formation of hot tears.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Hot tears are a ommon and serious defe t en ountered in both ferrous and nonferrous astings.
It is generally a epted that hot tears start to develop in the mushy zone at a stage where the
solid fra tion is lose to one. Both Feurer [1℄ and Rappaz & al. [2℄ stated that hot tearing might
result if the pressure in the liquid phase be omes so low that feeding of the total volumetri
shrinkage be omes impossible. Pellini [3℄, on the other hand, stated that hot tearing will result
if the material is subje ted to a too high a umulated strain within the so- alled vulnerable
part of the solidi ation interval, and Clyne and Davies [4℄ formulated a riterion based upon
the time spent in di erent regimes of the solidi ation interval. It is referred to Sigworth [5℄ for
a more detailed review on work related to hot tearing.
In a ordan e with these referen es, solidi ation shrinkage leading to interdendriti melt
ow is one of the me hanisms asso iated with hot tearing. The other important me hanism is
thermally indu ed deformation aused by non-uniform ooling ontra tion of the asting. This
motivates for the new two-phase model of an isotropi mushy zone re ently formulated by the
authors [6℄. In this model whi h is based upon the volume averaged onservation equations [7℄,
both the solid and liquid phases are free to move and intera t, and the main fo us is on the
oherent part of the solidi ation interval. The purpose of the present paper is to dis uss some
modelling results obtained by this model.
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Mathemati al model

The simplifying assumptions in the new model are thoroughly outlined in ref. [6℄, and will
not be repeated here. Only a few remarks will be made on erning the di eren es between the
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present model and two-phase models applied for other uid ow phenomena in the mushy zone.
The equations of the model are summarised in Tab. 1.
While the liquid density is onsidered onstant (free onve tion is beyond the s ope of the
model), the solid density is taken to be a linear fun tion of the temperature in order to introdu e
the thermal ontra tion. For thermally indu ed deformations in the solid, momentum transfer
due to a eleration is negligible. This is learly also the ase for the momentum transfer in
the liquid when the mushy zone is oherent. Furthermore at small liquid fra tions, di usion
of momentum in the liquid phase is negligible ompared to the momentum transfer due to
2

dissipative interfa ial for es. This simpli es the momentum equation for the liquid to yield
Dar y's law.
While the interfa ial liquid pressure an be set equal to the bulk liquid pressure (due to instantaneous pressure equilibration), a similar simpli ation annot be made for the solid phase.
This is be ause an additional pressure an be transmitted through the oherent solid stru ture.
Above the oheren y temperature the solidi ed grains are assumed to move freely in the liquid, and it an be assumed that the pressure is equal in the two phases [7℄. Me hani ally, this
means that the solid stru ture poses no restri tion against isotropi ompression/densi ation.
It should be noted that this does not ne essarily mean that the velo ities of the two phases are
the same, sin e the solidi ed grains an settle due to di eren es in density. In the oherent part
of the solidi ation interval, this assumption is not valid sin e an additional pressure an be
transmitted through the solid phase. In the present work it is assumed that the oherent network
is in ompressible and onne ted in a manner su h that the thermal ontra tions of the solid
phase must be ompensated for solely by deformations of the solid stru ture. Mathemati ally
this means that the solid phase must obey the single-phase ontinuity equation.
In the ( oherent) mushy zone, the thermally indu ed deformations (whi h are assumed to
take pla e in the solid phase only) are taken to be inelasti . The volume averaged deviatori
vis oplasti strain rate in the solid phase is then related to the deviatori stress tensor by
the Levy{Mises ow law, sin e the material is assumed to be isotropi . Several authors have
measured the rheologi al behaviour in partially solidi ed aluminium alloys, see, e.g., refs. [8{10℄.
From these works, it seems reasonable to relate the e e tive stress of the solid phase to the
e e tive strain rate by a reep law. In the present work, the reep law is hosen as a simple
power law.
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One-dimensional test problem

Consider the one-dimensional stationary Bridgman-like asting pro ess shown in Fig. 1. At the
bottom where the material is entirely solidi ed, solid material is taken out at a onstant asting
speed. At this position, the solidus temperature is imposed as a boundary ondition. Melt with
a temperature equal to the liquidus temperature ows into the domain at the top. Due to
solidi ation shrinkage and ooling ontra tion of the solid phase, the verti al liquid velo ity
at the top is slightly higher than the asting speed. It is assumed that all transport phenomena
o ur in one dire tion only, viz. along the axis of solidi ation, and that the gravity an be
negle ted. This means, in addition to no heat extra tion in the horizontal dire tion, that the
ontra ting material is restri ted from ontra ting horizontally. Thus, stress will arise, trying
to tear the material apart along the axis.
It should be noted that this simple stationary one-dimensional test problem has several
analogies to the situation in the entre of a dire t hill asting pro ess where the mushy zone is
restri ted to move in the verti al dire tion due to the presen e of a solidi ed shell surrounding
the solidifying region. Furthermore, if the sump is not too deep and urved in the entre, heat
extra tion mainly o urs along the axis.
The one-dimensional equations have been solved for an Al4.5%Cu alloy under onditions
relevant for the dire t hill asting pro ess. The parameters given as input to the model for this
ase are listed in Tab. 2. The resulting stress and pressure in the two phases are shown in Fig.
2. The upper urve shows the e e tive stress in the solid phase whi h de reases rapidly from
its value at the solidus to zero at oheren y. The absolute values of the pressures in the solid
and liquid phases show a similar behaviour. In the region in the mushy zone where hot tears
might form, i.e., at liquid fra tions between 0.01 and 0.1, the liquid pressure is lower than the
solid pressure. It is therefore reasonable to argue that hot tears do not form as a onsequen e
3

Input parameters for the default ase
Casting speed
Length of mushy zone
Number of nodes
Metallostati pressure
Liquid fra tion at oheren y
Solidi ation shrinkage
= 9  10 5 K 1 Thermal expansion
Con entration of Cu
0 = 0:045
= 0:33
Con entration at eute ti
k = 0:17
Partition oeÆ ient
m = 339 K
Slope of liquidus line
T = 933 K
Melting point (pure Al)
T = 821 K
Eute ti temperature
C = 1060 J/(kg K) Spe i heat in liquid
C = 1060 J/(kg K) Spe i heat in solid
 = 83 W/(m K) Heat ondu tivity in liquid
 = 192 W/(m K) Heat ondu tivity in solid
L = 4  105 J/kg
Latent heat
Tab. 2.

V = 10 3 m/s
a = 10 2 m
M = 5000
p0 = 0
g
= 0:5
= 0:0658
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of hydrostati depression only (although pore formation might be the result of the low liquid
pressure). Instead, tensile stress is required, as pointed out by Campbell [11℄.
The hot-tearing sus eptibility is known to depend riti ally upon the solidi ation interval
[2,4℄, the thermal ontra tion of the solid phase [3℄, the liquid fra tion at oheren y [12℄, and, in
the ase of dire t hill asting, the asting speed. Case studies in whi h these four parameters
are varied have therefore been performed. Sin e variations in these parameters a e t the hot
tearing tenden y, they should result in variations in key parameters, e.g., stress and pressure,
in the present model. Following Clyne and Davies [4℄, the values of the stress and pressure at
a \ riti al point" in the mushy zone where the liquid fra tion equals 1% will be examined.
Variations in the omposition of the alloy result in variations in the solidi ation interval.
Fig. 3 shows the e e t of varying the amount of opper in the binary Al{Cu alloy on the liquid
pressure at the riti al point under otherwise identi al asting onditions. The so- alled lambda
urve (see, e.g., refs. [2, 4, 11℄) is reprodu ed, indi ating a peak in the pressure for a ertain
alloy omposition at whi h hot tearing is most likely to o ur. The e e tive stress and pressure
in the solid phase is, on the other hand, not a e ted by the variations in omposition sin e it is
mainly a fun tion of the ooling rate. This indi ates that a suÆ ient drop in the liquid pressure
is ne essary for the formation of hot tears.
When the same numeri al experiment is performed on an arti ial alloy whi h is similar to
the Al{Cu system in all respe ts ex ept that there is no ooling ontra tion of the solid phase,
nearly the same result is obtained in terms of the liquid pressure (dashed line in Fig. 3). In this
alloy, there is obviously no stress or strain in the solid phase whatsoever. One would therefore
not expe t hot tearing, but instead porosity formation [11℄. A hot-tearing riterion based upon
the liquid pressure would, on the other hand, predi t almost the same hot-tearing tenden y for
the two ases. This indi ates that the liquid pressure drop annot onstitute the full basis for
a hot-tearing riterion.
When varying the asting speed, the e e tive stress in the solid phase and the pressure in
both phases at the riti al point varies as shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that the liquid pressure
at the riti al point de reases rapidly with in reasing asting speed until a ertain point where
the e e t suddenly stops. This is when the terms for onve tion and release of latent heat
be ome dominating in the energy equation. It is also observed that the negative solid pressure
4
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and the e e tive stress of the solid are in reasing with in reasing speed.
An input parameter to the model is the value of the liquid fra tion at oheren y. A ording to
experiments, an in rease in this value leads to an in reased hot-tearing sus eptibility. However,
the model shows that the liquid pressure at the riti al point is ompletely una e ted by this
variation in the liquid fra tion at oheren y. This is be ause the negative liquid pressure builds
up very near the end of solidi ation, and is almost una e ted of whether it starts building up
at an early or late oheren y. Thus, a hot-tearing riterion formulated in terms of the liquid
pressure alone will not re e t the e e t of a variation in the liquid fra tion at oheren y.
On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows that the liquid fra tion at oheren y has a strong impa t
upon the stress and pressure in the solid phase. This is be ause oheren y at a high liquid
fra tion gives rise to a large oherent solidi ation range in whi h stress an build up in the
solid phase. It is therefore reasonable to argue that a theory for hot tearing must take the
behaviour of the solid phase into a ount along with the liquid pressure.
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Con lusions

A two-phase ontinuum model for an isotropi mushy zone has been developed. In this model,
after-feeding of the liquid melt due to solidi ation shrinkage is taken into a ount as well
as thermally indu ed deformation of the solid phase. Results from a one-dimensional model
problem reveals:
{ The pressure in the solid phase is higher than the pressure in the liquid phase lose to
the end of solidi ation. This indi ates that tensile stress is ne essary for the formation
of hot tears.
{ The so- alled lambda urve is reprodu ed for the liquid pressure versus alloy omposition.
This indi ates that feeding diÆ ulties is important for the formation of hot tears.
{ The liquid pressure is more or less un hanged for an arti ial alloy with no ooling ontra tion in the solid phase. This indi ates that a liquid pressure drop above some riti al
value annot be the only parameter in a hot-tearing riterion.
{ In reasing the asting speed has a great impa t on stress and pressure in both the solid
and liquid phases.
{ A variation in the liquid fra tion at oheren y does not a e t the liquid pressure, whereas
it is of major importan e for the stress and pressure in the solid phase.
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